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[57] ABSTRACT
In a system where an unattended receiver and trans-
mitter equipped data collection platform is interro-
gated, by a substantially polar orbiting satellite,
method and apparatus which involve physically repre-
senting the orbit of the satellite and the spin of the
planetary body with timers and using these representa-
tions to turn on the platform's receiver only when the
satellite should be in radio range of the platform
whereby battery power at the platform is conserved.
9 Claims, 9 Drawing Figures
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REMOTE PLATFORM POWER CONSERVING Other objects and features of this invention will be-
SYSTEM come apparent after the following detailed description
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION taken '" conJunction with the appended drawings
wherein:
The invention described herein was made in the per- 5 FIG. 1 illustrates the platform-satellite geometry at a
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- first instant of time when they are within radio range of
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National each other. It shows a spinning planetary body, with its
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law spin axis vertically oriented, and an illustrative location
85-568 (72 Stat. 435; 42 U.S.C. 2457). of the platform on the planetary body. Also shown is
D A/^I^D/~VI ivirv nr -r-tir- ivn/c».m/-vKi 10 the location of the satellite at this first instant of timeBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
 and the path ^  substantia||y po|ar orbit
The invention relates to the deployment of remote FIGS. 2A and 2B show a top view of the planetary
instrumented platforms on or above the surface of a body and orbital path of FIG. 1. FIG. 2A shows the lo-
planetary body, in particular the earth, and to the re- cation of the satellite and platform at the same instant
covery of data from these platforms using an orbiting 15 of time as FIG. 1 while FIG. 2B shows their location at
satellite. Data was first collected from remote unat- . a second instant of time when the satellite and platform
tended platforms on or near the surface of the earth are within radio range.
using the Nimbus 3 satellite, launched April 1969. That FIG. 3 schematically shows the platform hardware of
satellite had a substantially polar orbit and carried an the invention and includes an orbit timer and a spin
Interrogation, Recording and Location System (IRLS). 20 timer for generating the time windows bracketing the
A second improved system was launched in April 1970 instants of time shown by the preceeding figures,
aboard Nimbus 4. ' FIG. 4A shows an embodiment of the timers wherein
Instrumented platforms may be attached to meteoro- voltage driven watch movements incorporate hour and
logical balloons, sea buoys, animals, in the case of earth minute wiper arms associated with contact pads,
platforms, or may be placed at a fixed site on a plane- 25 FIG: 4B shows the configuration of the contact pads
tary body. associated with the hour and minute wipers for the spin
Particularly in the case of platforms attached to ani- timer.
mals for study of their migration habits, there are se- FIG. 4C shows schematically the circuitry for gener-
vere design limitations. Size and weight available for ating spin time windows.
battery power.is critical and the solar irradiance that 30 FIG. 4D shows the configuration of the contact pad
would be received by solar cells is completely indeter- associated with the minute wiper of the orbit timer,
minable. The need exists for a technique of communi- FIG. 4E shows schematically the circuitry for gener-
cating with an orbiting satellite which would conserve ating orbit time windows,
platform battery power so that a small battery could be ^
 DETAILED DESCRIPTION
It is an object of the invention to fill that need. In par- FIG. 1 illustrates the platform-satellite geometry at a
ticular, it is an object of the invention to provide a first instant of time when they are in radio range. The
method of establishing communication between a re- satellite 1 is shown at a location along its orbital path
ceiver and transmitter equipped platform located on a 3. The spin axis 5 of the planetary body 7, for example
spinning planetary body and a substantially polar orbit- 40 the earth, is also shown. As an illustrative example, the
ing satellite which conserves the platform's power orbit may be at an altitude of 1,100 kilometers and con-
source, tained in a plane which is inclined from the spin axis by
It is a further object to provide a lightweight data col- 9°. Such an orbital path falls into the class of polar sun-
lection device adapted to be interrogated by a substan- synchronous orbits. The particular one described, has
tially polar orbiting satellite. an orbital period of 107 minutes. Thus also considering
ci !\A\A A D v r»ir Tuc iM\/cvmr»M the eartn rotat>on about its spin axis 5, the satellite will
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION make successive crossings of the equator 9 which are
These objects are satisfied by incorporating on the 27° of longitude apart. This will provide local noon and
platform a first timer for generating time windows sub- midnight equator crossings at the ascending and de-
stantially synchronized in time with the orbit of the sat- scending nodes. Thus any position on the earth will be
ellite and a second timer for generating time windows in radio range of the satellite two times a day. At the
substantially synchronized in time with the spin of the equator these two times will be approximately 12 hours
planetary body. A first signal is generated at a time apart while at other latitudes, this will not be true as
which is within both generator's time windows and is will be soon apparent.
used to turn on the platform's receiver. At this point, In FIG. 1, an illustrative location of platform 11, is
communication from the satellite to the platform is en- shown. This location is shown to be at a north latitude,
abled. The satellite then transmits an interrogation The longitude 13 of the platform 11 is shown projected
command to which the platform responds by briefly on the equator 9.
turning on its transmitter and transmitting data. The ,_ Bracketing the location of the satellite at this first inr
data transmitted from the platform may include the slant of time are locations and times Tl and T2 which
time of the leading edge ,of the orbit synchronized time are in an inertia! frame of reference. These are loca-
window. The leading edge of subsequent orbit synchro- tions at which the satellite 1 would be in radio range of
nized time windows may then be time shifted by satel- the platform 11 if the earth were in the position shown,
lite command. .
 65 These locations can be expressed as defining time win-
After a period of time sufficient for communication, dows which repeat each orbit (every 107 minutes),
the platform's receiver is turned off thereby conserving The spin of the earth can be viewed in the same man-
battery power. ner. The locations and times T5 and T6 are in an iner-
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tial (nonspining) frame of-reference and bracket the window. In a similar manner spin day and night inter-
longitudinal projection 13 of the platform location 11. section time window pulses of 84 minute duration ap-
These can be viewed as time windows which repeat in pear dt flip-flop outputs 33 and 37 respectively due to
a spin period (24 hours). outputs T5 through T8 of spin timer 22. The orbit and
The particular first instant of time shown shall be 5 spin day intersection time window pulses appearing at
considered a day intersection of the satellite and plat- 25 and 33 are next fed to "and" gate 39 such that its
form. Since each day there are two intersections, or output 41 will have a pulse (of 10 minutes or less dura-
times when the platform and satellite are within radio lion) only during the time that both day time window
range of each other, a second intersection exists. This pulses are present. Similarly orbit and spin night inter-
shall be called the night intersection. 10 section time window pulses are fed to "and" gate 43
FIG. 2A shows the day intersection of FIG. 1. This is having an output 45. The pulses appearing at 41 and 45
a top view of FIG. 1, so the spin axis 5 appears as a thus define actual intersections which are picked out of
point. the frequent orbit time windows occurring every 107
In FIG. 2B is shown the nigh't intersection of the sat- minutes. The lines 41 and 45 are fed to OR gate 47 so
ellite 1 and the platform location 11. This intersection 15 that its output 49 has a pulse for either a day or night
is behind the earth in FIG. 1 and can't be seen. In a sim- intersection. It is this line which enables communica- •
ilar manner the times T3 and T4 bracket the satellite tion with the satellite by turning on the normally off
location while the times T7 and T8 bracket the location platform receiver. The transistor 51 is turned on which
of the longitudinal projection 13 of the platform loca- causes relay 53 to be energized. .This in turn closes
tion. Note that the times T5 and T7 are not 12 hours 20 contact 55 supplying battery power to the receiver 58.
(180°) apart. The receiver may then receive with its antenna 57 a sat-
Accprding to the invention an intersection is found ellite interrogation command which is decoded on line
by comparing the outputs of a spin timer and an orbit 59. Upon decoding an interrogation command a pulse
timer. If the orbit timer is between Tl and T2 and the is then generated by the pulse forming networks 61 to
spin timer is between T5 and T6 there is a day intersec- 25 briefly turn on transistor 63 which by briefly energizing
tion. If the spin timer is between T7 and T8 and the relay 65 causes battery power to be briefly applied to
orbit timer is between T3 and T4 there is a night inter- the transmitter 66, via contact 64.
section. When an intersection occurs, the platform's The transmitted data may include the received signal,
receiver is turned on to enable communication with the line 67, the state of the orbit timer, line 69, and other
satellite. 30 data collected by the platform, (not shown). By re-
The times Tl through T8 can be determined when transmitting the received signal the exact location of
there is knowledge of the location on the earth where the platform can be pinpointed by well known ranging
a platform is to be deployed by well known techniques techniques. This is explained in an article entitled The
of computer simulation. This involves programming the Nimbus 4/IRLS Meteorological Experiment by Charles
equations of motion of the satellite and platform and 35 E. Cote in the 1971 National Telemetry Conference
^computing their distance from each other. Once these Record at page 203. The state of the orbital timer or
times are known they may be built into the hardware the actual time of the start of the orbit timer window
next to be described with the understanding that it is may be transmitted so that a correcting signal may be
desirable to be able to initialize the orbit and spin tim- sent from the satellite to correct for drift of the orbit
ers upon deployment of the platform. Therefore it is re- 40 timer. On line 71 is shown a decoded correcting signal
ally T2-T1, T4-T3 and T3-T1 which are built into the which via "or" gate 73 causes the orbit timer to speed
orbital timer and likewise for the spin timer. This point up, for example, for a short period of time in order to
won't be further touched on because it complicates an adjust the time of occurrence of subsequent orbit timer
understanding of the invention. It has been found that windows. Although it is shown that only the orbital
optimally for the particular example orbit described, timer is remotely adjusted since its accuracy is more
that T2-T1 and T3-T1 should be ten minutes pn the critical than that of the spin timer, it should be under-
orbit timer, while T4-T3 and T8-T7 should be 84 min- stood that similar means may also be provided to adjust
utes on the spin timer. Thus the spin timer provides a the spin timer.
window (84 minutes) which effectively selects a por- On line 77 is a feedback path which is meant to illus-
tion of a particular orbit and the orbit timer determines trate -schematically that the speed-up mechanism, can
when an intersection occurs in the selected orbit. be used as well to aid in the synthesis of the required
FIG. 3 shows schematically the platform hardware orbit timer period. This will be further explained later,
for carrying out the invention. The orbit timer 21 pro-
duces outputs at times Tl through T4. Time Tl is the . After the intersection has ended, the logic level at the
start or leading edge of the orbit day intersection win- output of "or" gate 47 (line 49) will return to its nor-
dow while T2 is the end or trailing edge of that window. mally zero level. This causes transistor 51 to be turned
Similarly T3 and T4 respectively define the orbit night off thereby deenergizing relay 53. By the opening of
intersection window. At the times Tl through T4 a relay contact 55, battery power will be removed from
change of logic level occurs or the indicated one of the
 6Q the receiver 58.
four lines outputted by the orbit timer 21. At time Tl, Although level type logic has been shown for ease of
flip-flop 23 will be set and afterwards at time T2, flip- understanding the invention, it is to be understood that
flop 23 will be reset thereby causing a pulse, of 10 min- pulse type logic may also be used. For example relays
ute duration,-to appear on die flip-flop output 25 whose 53 and 65 could be latching relays to which pulses are
leading and trailing edge define the orbit day intersec-
 65 applied to either latch or unlatch the relays. In either
tion time window. Similarly T3 sets flip-flop 27 and T4 approach there are identifiable means, including the
resets it which causes a pulse, of 10 minute duration, timers, for generating orbit synchronized and spin syn-
at its output 29 defining an orbit night intersection time chronized time windows.
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FIG. 4A shows an embodiment of the orbit or spin noted that it shows a mechanism for changing the speed
timers using an electrically driven watch movement at which the watch movement 81 runs. Shown there is
having wiper arms associated with contact pads. a control line 75 which operates a relay 101. The re-
Shown there is ah electrically driven watch move- lay's single-pole double-throw contacts 103 causes ei-
ment 81 preferably of the type which incorporates a 5 ther one battery or two batteries in series to supply
tuning fork resonator. Two rotating shafts emanate power to the watch movement 81. The voltage of one
from the watch movement, an hour shaft 83 and a min- battery runs the movement at its normal rate, while.the
ute shaft 85. As in conventional watches, shaft 83 may increased voltage of two batteries in series will cause
make one revolution per 12 hours while shaft 85 may the watch movement to run faster. It has been found
make one revolution per 60 minutes. Instead of having 10 that a doubling of voltage will cause the speed of a typi-
hands moving with respect to a dial, these shafts have cal tuning fork watch movement to triple. This speed
wiper arms 84 and 86 for making electrical contact up mechanism can be used to adjust the time of future
with an annular array of contact pads 88 and 89. The windows by satellite command as previously indicated,
contact pads arrays may be formed by selectively etch- The speed-up mechanism can also be used to cause the
ing conductor clad insulating boards as is well known. 15 "minute" wiper arm to make one rotation per orbital
Thus board 90 has the hour contacts while board 91 period. This is accomplished by providing minute
has the minute contacts. contacts T9 and T10 on the orbit timer shown in FIG.
The configuration of the spin timer contact pads and 4D. T9 sets flip flop 105 while T10 resets it. This pro-
of the circuitry connected thereto is shown in FIGS. 4B duces a pulse at flip flop output 75 which is logical 1
and 4C. Times T5 through T8 can be decoded by "and- 20 for the period of time between T9 and T10. This logical
ing" contacts on the hour contact array with those on 1 causes the movement to speed up. For the example
the minute contact array. The hour and minute wiper of a 107 minute orbital period, if T9 and T10 are 23.5
arms have voltage applied to them so that a logical 1 minutes apart on the dial and the wiper arm 86 will
appears on a wire attached to a contact when the wiper move at triple speed between the contacts the required
touches that contact. The hour contact board 90 has 25 107 — 60 = 47 minutes will be made up.
contacts T5 through T8. Since the wiper arm 84 makes Since now this timer makes one revolution per orbital
one revolution in 12 hours, alternate windows T5, T6 period, the times Tl through T4 may be picked off
and T7, T8 are used on each revolution in order to get from the contacts directly. Thus Tl and T2 are prefera-
a 24 hour spin timer period. That is, the hour wiper arm bly separated by 10 minutes as are T3 and T4. The
makes two revolutions per spin period. Looking also at 30 contacts T1-T4 are placed on the minute contact
FIGS. 2A and 2B it is clear that the time from T5 to T7 board 91 in accordance with a knowledge of the day
is less than 12 hours while the'time from T7 to T5 is and night intersections for the expected location of
more than 12 hours. • platform deployment.
Toggle flip flop 93's outputs Q and Q enable an indi- Having described the invention in detail, it should be
cation of either T5 or T7 via gates 95 or 97 respec- 35 clear that the aforementioned objects have been satis-
tively. Assuming that the flip flop 93 has been initial- fied. Accordingly, since alternate but equivalent tech-
ized so that O is a logical 1 (enabling T5 and disabling niques of implementation are considered within the
T6), when the hour wiper 84 and minute wiper 86 scope of the invention, the following claims define the
contact T5 hours and minutes, the output of "and" gate invention.
95 will be a logical 1 indicating time T5. Next, 84 min- 4^ What is claimed is:
utes later, time T6 will be indicated at the output of 1. A lightweight remote data collection device con-
"and" gate 97. The toggle flip-flop has the property fined to a region on a spinning planetary body and
that a change from logical 0 to logical 1 at its input T adapted to be interrogated by a substantially polar or-
terminal will reverse the state of its outputs Q and U. biting satellite comprising:
Thus O will then be logical O while O will be logical 1 a. a receiver for receiving commands from the satel-
(enabling T7 and disabling T5). This will allow "and" lite;
gate 99 to indicate T7 less than 12 hours later when the b. a transmitter for transmitting the data to the satel-
T7 minute and hour contacts are reached by their re- lite;
spective wipers. 84 minutes later, T8 will be indicated. c. orbit timer means for generating first time windows
Less than 12 hours later when the T5 hour and minutes substantially synchronized in time with the orbit of
contacts are reached by their respective wipers there the satellite;
will be no output from "and" gate 95 because Q is logi- d. spin timer means for generating second time win-
cal 0. Then when T6 is reached the toggle flip flop 93 dows substantially synchronized in time with the
will change state. U will then be logical 1 while Q will spin of the planetary body;
be logical zero. This 0 state of Q will disable an indica- e. means for generating a first signal at a time which
tion of T7 less than 12 hours later. The first indication is within both first and second time windows; and
will be T5 which starts the process over again. Thus, T7
was indicated less than 12 hours after T5 and subse- f. means for turning on the receiver in response to the
quently T5 was indicated more than 12 hours after T7 ,„ first signal.
and 24 hours after the first T5 indication. 2. The device of claim 1 which additionally com-
The orbit timer contact pad and associated circuitry, prises means for turning on the transmitter in response
shown in FIGS. 4D and 4E respectively, operate in a to an interrogation command received from the satel-
somewhat different manner to the spin timer circuitry. lite.
Note first that only the minute contacts are used. The
 65 3. The device of claim 2 wherein the transmitted data
orbital period is, for example, 107 minutes and it is de- includes the state of the orbit timer means and which
sirable for the minute wiper arm to make one revolu- additionally comprises means for generating a third sig-
tion per orbital period. Referring now to FIG. 4A, it is nal in response to a received satellite command and
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means for altering the state of the orbit timer means in
response to the third signal.
4. The device of claim 2 additionally comprising
means for turning off the receiver at a time which is not
within both first and second time windows. 5
5. The device of claim 3 where both the orbit timer
means and spin timer means are voltage driven watch
movements comprising a first contact driven through
an arc by an applied voltage, a plurality of further
contacts positioned along said arc for engagement with 10
said first contact.
6. The device of claim 5 where the means for altering
the state of the orbit timer includes means for changing
said voltage applied to said voltage driven driving the
watch movement. 15
7. A method of establishing communication between
a receiver and transmitter equipped platform located
on a spinning planetary body and a substantially polar
orbiting satellite comprising:
a. generating first signals having leading and trailing 20
edges which occur in time substantially synchro-
nous with the orbit of the satellite and which define
;first time windows;
b. generating second signals having leading and trail-
ing edges which occur in time substantially syn-
chronous with the spin of the planetary body and
which define second time windows; and
c. turning on the platform's receiver at a time which
is within both first and second time windows as de-
fined by said first and second signals.
8. The method of claim 7 additionally comprising:
a. transmitting a first command from the satellite;
and
b. turning on the platform's transmitter in response
to said first command.
9. The method of claim 8 additionally comprising:
a. transmitting from the platform a signal indicative
of the time of the leading edge of the first signal;
b. transmitting from the satellite a second command;
and
c. adjusting the time of the leading edge of subse-
quent first signals in response to said second com-
mand.
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